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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new,

easy-to-use numbering system! It's icicle cityâ€¦when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie

to the frozen Arctic. Luckily, a seal hunter on a dogsled lends them warm clothes. Unluckily, they get

stuck on cracking ice. Will the giant polar bear save them? Or will Jack and Annie become frozen

dinners? Did you know that thereâ€™s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:

Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin

Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and

more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree

House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
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The Magic Tree House transportss Jack and Annie to the freezing Arctic. There, they must solve the

final riddle to become master librarians. But it's not going to be easy--especially when they have

cracking ice, a seal hunter, and a prodigious polar bear to deal with. Will they be able to solve the

riddle before they get iced themselves?



s have an astonishing track record for inspiring readersHighly acclaimed by parents, teachers, and

especially kids, these books have an astonishing track record for inspiring readersHighly acclaimed

by parents, teachers, and especially kids, these books havean astonishing track record for inspiring

readers. With their strongcharacters, imaginative plots, and just the right dose of history or

science,it's no wonder kids love Magic Tree House books.

These books are a cry of relief from the five minute books we usually read with our son and they

have already taught him so much about science, nature, and particularly history. Jack and Annie,

the lead characters in the series, travel through time and meet with prominent historical figures such

as Equipment Queens, take a trip to the moon, spend a day with Abraham Lincoln, land in camp

with General George Washington as he is ready to cross the Delaware, and even convince a young

Mozart to continue his pursuit in music.They are well written books that peak interest in subjects

young kids may not yet have access to and have accompanying research guides that give detailed

back stories and historical guides to the subjects covered in the novels. Although the intended

audience of the series seem to be for children around 8 - 10, our five year old becomes engulfed in

the stories every single evening, always looking forward to what adventure Jack and Annie are

heading for next. also tend to have a wider availability of the series than book stores like Barnes and

Nobel at prices up to half the cost of the same.

My daughter loves these books! She has been reading these books since she started second

grade. They are easy to read and still have pictures that keep them interested in the books. The

author does a great job of describing everything so my daughter can understand what is going on in

the story. Normally these books go for $5 or more a piece, so this is the cheapest I have found so

far. Wonderful purchase!! Totally worth it!!

My son loves this series - good book!

My seven year old son loves EVERY SINGLE one of the Magic Tree House books. He is

determined to own/read all of them.

Very good chapter book for my kindergartener. Kept her attention and corresponded to a poplar

bear unit we studied. Good story line. Integrated facts with a fun adventure. My kids remembered all



the fact finds from the book at the end.

I never knew what these books were until my daughter came home one day and begged and

pleaded for me to buy them for her. she stated that her teacher have theses books in her class and

since she first read it, she simply can't put them down,lol! i am really enjoying the fact that she has

found an intrest in something that can keep her occupied besides the internet. i will be buying more

of these books soon.

Read the magic tree house series when i was small. Decided to gift my nephew a couple books

including this one for his collection. Its the same as when i read it

The entire Treehouse Series is a great set of "chapter books" to move children beyond picture

books and teach them the continuity of chapter / longer book reading. I read a chapter or two to my

grandson each evening, and he has total recall of where we stopped the night before.
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